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NEWSLETTER
Manthan: Inter-College
Debate Competition
December 3, 2016
The Centre for Diversity
& Inclusiveness organised this competition on
the 3rd of Dec 2016 at
the Hall of Inspiration
The topic was “Demonetisation and its impact
on Indian economy”.

Teams from various colleges in Delhi NCR participated in the
competition. The esteemed judges for the event were Dr
Hemlatha, Professor of Economics and Mr.R.L.Chawla, Professor in
International Business; Mr. Ankur Jemini, HDFC Bank & Mr.
Anemish Gupta, Kent RO Systems, alumni of JSB were the cojudges. Lavi Sharma & Jugraj Singh, students from ITS Ghaziabad
were the winners. Pramit Roy Choudhury and Siddharth Charles
Hussain, students of JSB were the runners up. The debate
concluded with a panel discussion by eminent Economists Prof
Hemlatha, Prof R.L.Chawla, Mr. Govind Maheshwari, CFO, Bajaj
Power and Mr. Bikram Aggarwal, GM Finance, Jaipuria Group. The
panel discussions were hosted by Dr. Anindita Sharma.
IT Workshop
December 4, 2016
The Centre for Advanced
Data Analytics organised
an
advanced
HTML
workshop
for
the
students of PGDM in its
Computer Lab. It was a
two session workshop.
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This is a part of the ongoing initiative by the Centre for Advanced
Data Analytics to provide exposure to students in latest IT skills
with certification.
Visit cum Training Session
at Barclays, Noida
December 7, 2016
The Student Placement
Centre of JSB organised a
visit to the Barclays, Noida
for the students of PGDM
Final Year. The students
were able to see working of
the bank in real.
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Director’s Message

Just One Point

Dr.S.K.Mahapatra

Power of Commitment
One trait distinctly visible in the personality of all
successful people is COMMITMENT. From Bill
Gates to Indra Nooyi and, from Amitabh
Bachchan to Sachin Tendulkar, one can easily read
the word ‘commitment’ written on their faces.
A committed individual believes in 1% inspiration
and 99% perspiration, as dreaming a lofty goal is
only 1% of the task done; the remaining 99% is
hard work and commitment to chase the goal
successfully.
Success demands total commitment and 100%
efforts, be it in writing an examination, while
appearing for a job interview or climbing up the
career ladder like a mountaineer. To be happy,
healthy and wealthy in life, we have to be
committed to our goals - personal or professional.

Inter-College Cricket Tournament
December 8 & 9, 2016
The Inter-College Cricket Tournament was
organised by the Centre for Diversity and
Inclusiveness at the Mahamaya Sports Stadium,
Ghaziabad.
Teams from various institutions in Delhi/NCR
participated in the tournament. It was a two day
event. The preliminaries were played on the first
day and on the second day the finals were played.
The team from Delhi University won the finals
and bagged the Champion’s trophy.

Plantation Day at JSB
December 12, 2016
A Plantation Day was observed as a Green-India initiative at
JSB under the aegis of Centre for Change and Development,
to spread social awareness about the importance of Tree
plantation. Members of the faculty, staff and students of
PGDM planted saplings in and around the campus. This
activity was also an attempt to spread awareness among
people around about the benefits of tree plantation to
check pollution and improve quality of air in the metro
cities.
Leadership Talk
December 17, 2016
The Centre for Leadership Excellence, Jaipuria School of Business
organised a Guest Talk by Mr. Rajan Vaish. Mr. Vaish was
General Manager- Exports/Commercial for FFPL, Dubai and
editor of Gulf LOG.
With over 20 years experience in the practice of International
Trade and Logistics, he gave an interesting perspective of global
trade by flipping through the canvas of time zones since advent
of civilization and demonstrated how trade routes have influenced
the growth of economy in various parts of the world.
Theatre Workshop
The Center for Creativity & Innovation organised a theatre based workshop
“Aao Thoda Drama Karen Detoxing Minds - Rejuvenating Hearts” by Ms
Geetika Goyal, on December 27, 2016. It was conducted to inculcate among
the students, management’s classic principles viz., Goal-oriented Approach
to Work, Willingness and taking pride in accepting Responsibility and
Leadership skills in a creative, playful internalization mode.
Adopt a Plant Initiative
December 31, 2016
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Organised by the Centre for Creativity and Innovation, in collaboration
with the Center for Diversity and Inclusiveness, the aim of this
initiative is to spread awareness of the harmful effects of blatant
concretization at the expense of the trees and how to mitigate the
depletion of nature’s greenery through increasing use of “potted
plants”.
Every Faculty, Staff and Student was given opportunity to adopt a
potted plant and place it in and outside the avenues of the campus.
This ongoing initiative strives to send out the message that "True
sustainability comes from building friendship with the nature &
environment.”

The students of JSB bid adieu to the year 2016 and
ushered in the New Year through a cake cutting
ceremony along with the Chairman of the Jaipuria
Group of Institutions, Shri Shishir Jaipuria,
Director Dr. S.K.Mahapatra, faculty and members
of the staff on the 31st of December 2016.
Jaipuria School of Business
Block B, Gate No. 1, Shakti Khand-IV, Indirapuram
Ghaziabad, U.P. 201014
Connect: pgdm@jaipuria.edu.in

